Why have Indonesian murderers not paid victims' heirs?
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Abstract
The crime of murder results in material and non-material losses for the victims who experience it. The families of victims murder crimes or the heirs are the ones who suffer the most losses following a murder incident that claims the lives of family members or loved ones. Criminal law in Indonesia still does not really prioritize punishment in the form of compensation, so that if heirs want to get compensation they have to submit an application or go through a separate route, this results in the value of substantial justice in criminal law not being upheld, this is proven by the lack of obligations. Compensation in the form of restitution that is mandatory for perpetrators of crimes. To respond it, a new way of upholding substantial justice is needed. By using doctrinal research methods, pre-existing legal sources related to the research theme are searched for. The research results show that several efforts are needed to uphold substantial justice in criminal law, namely the re-actualization of criminal law and the provision of a special forum for heirs to demand compensation directly. In this way, substantial justice can be upheld in criminal law and without going through requests or independent efforts.
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1. Introduction
Criminal crime is an act that is greatly feared by those who will become its victims. One of them is the crime of murder.1 The crime of murder has the potential to cause losses for those who experience it, even the families left behind are the first to experience
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material and non-material losses. The number of murder crimes in Indonesia has fluctuated from year to year, data from the Indonesian Republic Police’s Pusiknas (National Crime Information Center) shows.

![Graph showing the number of murders from 2019 to 2022]

The gender of murder victims is classified as follows.

![Pie chart showing the gender distribution of murder victims from 2019 to 2022]

On average, every day in Indonesia 2 or 3 people die because they are killed. Of course, this situation raises many questions, how people can easily commit murder and what the impact will be on future murder victims. One of the reasons why a person commits murder is due to momentary emotions, so that a person cannot think long about the future impact. Maybe someone will be satisfied after committing murder, but for the victim and the victim’s family it is the main beginning that opens the door to suffering for a long period of time in the future. Real material losses will definitely be suffered, such as medical costs, funeral costs, and other costs that arise when the death process is
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completed.\(^5\) Furthermore, non-material losses will become suffering that awaits in the future.\(^6\)

The law in Indonesia relating to providing compensation to the heirs of murder victims has not been regulated clearly and is binding, the regulations are only limited to additional punishment, and the nature of the punishment is not binding, that is, it can be replaced by other punishments, for example prison sentences or paying a fine to the state.\(^7\) This situation adds to the suffering for the heirs of murder victims. In fact, Indonesia has provided a forum or effort for heirs to claim compensation, namely through combining compensation cases (KUHAP 98-101), lawsuits against unlawful acts (Civil Code article 1365), and through claims for compensation through compensation or restitution through the Institute.\(^8\) Witness and Victim Protection (LPSK). However, all these efforts cannot run by themselves, they must begin with a request from the injured party, in this case the heirs, apart from that, bureaucratic and administrative processes must also be taken. The process of compensation for losses also goes through a separate trial process, so this situation adds to the suffering for the victim if they want to take it.\(^9\)

The author presents a selection of publications from prior study findings to demonstrate the originality of this research paper. These studies include: Initially, a document titled “Compensation and restitution for victims of crime in Indonesia: Regulatory flaws, judicial response, and proposed solution” : The study aims at examining the limitations of the Indonesian legislation concerning the compensation and restitution for the victims of crime by reviewing court cases and the implementation of the laws. By employing the doctrinal legal research, this study identifies that the victims’ rights to compensation and restitution in various legislations are contingent upon the perpetrator’s conviction, excluding the victims of crime from obtaining their rights. In court decisions, the perpetrator’s resuscitation is frequently accompanied with a sentence of criminal detention for a short period of time. Victims have a tough time obtaining restitution since the perpetrator prefers to serve time in prison rather than to pay compensation to the victim. Therefore, to provide
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victim protection and assistance, it is necessary to comprehensively understand the distinguished natures between compensation and restitution that have direct impact on the promulgation of the laws and the imposition of such victim rights by the courts.¹⁰

Furthermore, a document titled “Victims’ Rights, Victims’ Expectations, and Law Enforcement Workers’ Constraints in Cases of Murder”. Research on crime victims and their experiences with the criminal justice system suggests that victims’ rights (e.g., victim impact statements) and victims’ services (e.g., crime victims’ compensation, counseling) have not significantly improved victims’ satisfaction with the criminal justice system or their recovery from the crime. Thus, we appear to know little about how to satisfy and assist victims of crime. This study uses the symbolic interactionist perspective to examine victims’ experiences with law enforcement workers (e.g., detectives, counselors) with a focus on people who have lost a loved one to murder (“bereaved victims”). The data come from in-depth interviews with thirty-two bereaved victims, seven law enforcement workers, and three crime victims’ advocates in Union County (pseudonym). Bereaved victims define the victim role differently from law enforcement workers, creating two main points of conflict with workers: (1) a conflict over their deceased loved one’s body, and (2) a conflict over the flow of information in the case. Bereaved victims’ frustrations over these conflicts created problems for their recovery. Bereaved victims’ efforts to see their deceased loved one’s body, guide detectives’ investigation, and learn information about the murder and the investigation took a back seat to detectives’ interests in protecting the integrity of the investigation and building a strong case for the prosecution. Policy implications are discussed.¹¹

According to the two articles, the author asserts that this research is innovative since it addresses legal concerns around the lack of compensation paid by murderers in Indonesia to their victims. The author accomplishes this by conducting a comprehensive examination and analysis of all legal documents produced by the Indonesian government that pertain to the specific legal matters addressed in this study. Murder punishment in Indonesia prioritizes repressive punishment,¹² namely giving physical punishment to the perpetrator of the crime, while restitutive punishment is still not popularly enforced, the proof is that until now there has been no criminal punishment, especially for murder, which requires the perpetrator of the murder to provide compensation or restitution.¹³ This situation is

something that needs to be considered together, where the main law must be positioned as a balanced enforcer of justice, namely a balance between actions and responsibilities, so that the damage caused must also be repaired, because the victim's losses cannot be recovered just by seeing the perpetrator of the murder sentenced to prison.

2. Research Method

This writing uses doctrinal research methods, doctrinal research is legal research is a process of finding legal rules, doctrines, or court decisions related to the scope of research. All legal materials related to research are collected and analyzed according to the problem. Through this method, legal gaps related to providing compensation to the heirs of murder crimes can be identified and solutions can be found. A legal vacuum is found and then an appropriate answer is sought to resolve the problem. The analysis technique is carried out using several approaches, namely the historical approach, legal approach, case approach and theoretical approach.

3. Results and Discussion

Merger of Compensation Cases

Merger of compensation cases is regulated in Law no. 8 of 1981 concerning the Criminal Procedure Code (“KUHAP”), for victims of wrongful arrest or wrongdoing in the judicial process it is regulated in: Article 1 Number 22 of Law Number 8 of 1981 states that compensation is a person's right to receive fulfillment of his demands in the form of compensation for a sum of money for being arrested, detained, prosecuted or tried without reasons based on law or because of a mistake regarding the person or the law. implemented in the manner regulated in this Law. Furthermore, arrangements for victims of criminal crimes are regulated starting from Article 98 to Article 101.

Article 98 paragraph (1) of the Criminal Procedure Code stipulates that, "If an act which is the basis of an indictment in a criminal case examination by a district court causes harm to another person, then the presiding judge at the trial may, at the person's request, decide to consolidate the claim for compensation to criminal case." Applications for combining compensation cases based on the provisions of Article 98 paragraph (2) of the Criminal Procedure Code Law are submitted no later than before the public prosecutor files a criminal complaint. In the event that the public prosecutor is not present, the request is submitted no later than before the public prosecutor files a criminal complaint.
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later than the judge makes a decision.\textsuperscript{17}

Article 99 paragraph 3 of the Criminal Procedure Code, when a victim of a crime requests a combined compensation case, the court is obliged to consider its authority to try the lawsuit, the truth of the basis of the lawsuit and the penalty for compensation for costs incurred by the victim (see Article 99 paragraph 1 of the Criminal Procedure Code). Decisions regarding compensation will automatically have permanent legal force if the criminal decision also has permanent legal force.\textsuperscript{18}

"If a criminal case decision is appealed, then the compensation decision will automatically experience the same thing (Article 100 paragraph 1 of the Criminal Procedure Code)." If the criminal case is not appealed, then the appeal request regarding the compensation decision is not permitted (Article 100 paragraph 2 of the Criminal Procedure Code). The mechanism for examining the merger of compensation cases is based on the provisions of Article 101 of the Criminal Procedure Code, namely the mechanism regulated in the Civil Procedure Law.\textsuperscript{19}

Based on these regulations, applicants for compensation must make an application using the following mechanism:

- During the trial the judge asked whether the victim wanted compensation
  - if he wants it, he must submit an application and submit it before the prosecutor files a prosecution
- the claim for compensation was submitted together with the prosecutor’s demands
  - The judge will consider the claim for compensation
- the application for compensation is completely at hand
  - Compensation is only limited to the costs incurred by the victim, and can be proven by documents
- The judge’s decision does not necessarily grant compensation, because the obligation to compensate has not been stipulated in the Criminal Code, so it is not yet a necessity

A request for compensation must be accompanied by several documents, namely a request document, an identity document, and a document detailing the crime that has occurred.\textsuperscript{20} In this effort, the victim must make several independent efforts if he wants to receive

\textsuperscript{19} Rian Saputra and others, ‘Reconstruction of Chemical Castration Sanctions Implementation Based on the Medical Ethics Code (Comparison with Russia and South Korea)’, \textit{Lex Scientia Law Review}, 7.1 (2023), 61–118 <https://doi.org/10.15294/lesrev.v7i1.64143>.
compensation, and apart from that, compensation is only limited to the costs that have been incurred, and the costs of non-material losses or future costs due to the victim's death cannot be granted. This causes additional suffering for the victim, because the victim still has to take several legal steps to obtain compensation, and the compensation is only concrete expenses.

**Lawsuit Against The Law**

A lawsuit against the law can be carried out after the judge gives a decision at the first instance. This effort is based on the Civil Code Article:

Article 1365: Any act that violates the law and brings harm to other people, requires the person who caused the loss through his fault to replace it the loss.

Article 1366: Everyone is responsible, not only for losses caused by actions, but also for loss Which caused negligence or his frivolity.

Article 1367: A person is not only responsible for losses caused by his actions themselves, but also for losses caused by the actions of people who be his responsibility or due to goods under his supervision. Parents and guardians are responsible for any harm caused by their children minors, who reside with them and over whom they exercise authority parent or guardian. Employers and persons who appoint others to represent their affairs their affairs, responsible for losses caused by servants or subordinates them in carrying out the work assigned to those people. The school teacher or head craftsman is responsible for any losses caused by his students or craftsmen during the time those people were under supervision. The above-mentioned responsibilities end, if parents, school teachers or heads the craftsman proved that each of them could not prevent the act for which meneka should be responsible. Apart from having to fulfill these elements, the basis for filing a lawsuit can also be due to:  

Article 1370 Civil Code: In the case of deliberate murder or the death of a person due to someone else's carelessness, the husband or wife left behind, the child or parent of the victim who usually earns a living and the victim's job, has the right to claim compensation which must be assessed according to the position and wealth of both parties, as well as according to circumstances.

Article 1371 Civil Code: Causing injury or disability to someone's body parts intentionally or due to carelessness, gives the victim the right, apart from demanding compensation for medical costs, to also demand compensation for losses caused by the injury or disability. Also, compensation for losses is assessed according to the position and abilities of both parties and according to the circumstances. This last provision generally applies in terms of assessing the losses caused by a crime to a person's person.

However, before making a claim for compensation, the victim must ensure that the action
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being sued must meet the following elements:22

**Acts against the law**

This element emphasizes a person’s actions that are considered to violate the legal rules that apply in society. Since 1919, the meaning of the word “law” has been expanded to include not only acts that violate statutory regulations, but also every act that violates propriety, prudence and decency in relations between fellow citizens and towards other people’s objects. So it can be concluded that actions that are considered unlawful are not only based on written legal rules, but also on unwritten legal rules that exist in society, such as the principles of propriety or decency.23

**Error**

According to civil law experts, Rutten stated that every result of an unlawful act cannot be held responsible if there is no element of error. The elements of error itself can be classified into 2 (two), namely errors committed intentionally and errors due to carelessness or negligence. In civil law, both intentional and careless errors have the same legal consequences. This is because according to Article 1365 of the Civil Code, actions that are carried out intentionally or carried out due to carelessness or negligence have the same legal consequences, namely that the perpetrator is still responsible for compensating for all losses resulting from the Unlawful Actions he commits. For example, a car driver hits a pedestrian and causes the pedestrian to faint. Due to this, whether the driver deliberately hits the pedestrian or is negligent, for example because he is sleepy, he must still be responsible for the losses suffered by the pedestrian.24

**Losses**

Losses in civil law can be divided into 2 (two) classifications, namely material losses and/or immaterial losses. Material losses are losses that are actually suffered. What is meant by immaterial loss is loss of benefits or advantages that may be received at a later date. In practice, fulfilling claims for immaterial losses is left to the judge, this then creates difficulties in determining the amount of immaterial losses that will be granted because the benchmark is left to the subjectivity of the judge who decides.25
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Causal relationship between unlawful acts by the perpetrator and the losses experienced by the victim.

The doctrine of causality in civil law is to examine the causal relationship between unlawful acts and the losses caused, so that the perpetrator can be held accountable. This element wants to emphasize that before asking for responsibility, it is necessary to first prove the cause-and-effect relationship from the perpetrator to the victim. This relationship concerns the losses experienced by the victim as a result of unlawful acts committed by the perpetrator.

If these elements are met, the victim can file a claim for compensation in civil court using the following mechanism: a. Lawsuit; b. power of attorney for lawsuit if authorized through a lawyer; c. pay the down payment costs of the lawsuit; d. waiting for the trial date. A lawsuit against the law can indeed be used as a forum to demand compensation from another person if that person has committed an act that has caused harm to him, but this effort still requires a long struggle for the victim, and of course takes a lot of time and money, so it is considered that it has not yet been demonstrated. justice for those, especially those who still experience obstacles in terms of knowledge and finances.

Witness and Victim Protection Agency

The compensation claims filed through LPSK are similar to lawsuits that consolidate instances involving compensation and wrongful activities. The distinction is that LPSK is an accompanying party in these claims. The Massachusetts Supreme Court has issued Perma No.1 of 2022, which outlines the procedures for resolving applications and granting restitution and compensation to crime victims. This Perma was issued due to the proliferation of restitution legislation in multiple jurisdictions, resulting in inconsistencies in their execution. Individuals have the option to seek reparation from the wrongdoer by applying the LPSK, specifically through the means of restitution.26

Customary Law

The existence of customary law in Indonesia is still recognized today, this is because the diversity of ethnic groups and community groups in Indonesia is very large and varied. Recognition of customary law in Indonesia is based on: 27 Recognition of customary law communities is regulated in Article 18 B paragraph (2) of the 1945 Constitution, the provisions of Article 28 I paragraph (3) of the 1945 Constitution that the cultural identity of traditional communities is respected in line with developments over time and civilization. Apart from that, there are several sectoral laws that provide guarantees for the rights of customary law communities, including Law Number 5 of 1960 concerning Basic Agrarian Principles (UUPA).

Furthermore, specifically the recognition of customary law in criminal law is regulated in

26 MUHAMMAD BUSYROL FUAD, Restitusi Korban, Jauh Panggang Dari Api (Indonesia, 2023).
Law No. 1 of 2023 concerning the Criminal Code, regulated in: Article 2: "The provisions as intended in Article 1 paragraph (1) do not reduce the validity of the laws existing in society which determine that a person deserves to be punished even though the act is not regulated in this law. Article 2: laws that live in society as intended in paragraph (1) apply in the place where the law lives and as long as they are not regulated in this Law and are in accordance with the values contained in Pancasila, the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia, human rights, and general legal principles recognized by the people of nations. However, this law cannot yet be implemented, because it is still waiting for the transition period, namely until 2026, and what is still in effect now is the old Criminal Code left over from the Netherlands.

Customary law remains prevalent in Indonesia, particularly among indigenous populations. Utilizing customary law for dispute resolution is regarded as a more accurate manifestation of justice, as it entails bringing the involved parties (the wrongdoer and the victim) together for a purposeful dialogue aimed at finding a resolution to the issue. This dialogue is typically observed by the community or facilitated by traditional leaders. This method is efficient in determining the value of justice. The primary objectives of customary law are to achieve equilibrium between victims and wrongdoers and to protect indigenous communities' rights and interests. Nevertheless, the effective implementation of customary law remains challenging due to its divergence from formal legal frameworks. Customary law decisions are limited to local customary responsibilities and are not explicitly defined in official legislation. Consequently, resolving such matters necessitates collective efforts from the surrounding community. Despite multiple ongoing initiatives, they generally exhibit several deficiencies in effectively prosecuting and compensating offenders of crimes. These weaknesses include the requirement for initial application processes and the informal nature of the resulting agreements. A revised strategy is required to expedite the process of providing restitution to offenders, particularly those who have targeted the descendants of murder victims.

Actualization of the Criminal Code

Despite the government's introduction of the 2023 Criminal Code, which will take effect in 2026, the regulation does not provide a strong position for matters related to compensation. Compensation is still considered an additional punishment and cannot be

imposed independently without the primary punishment.\(^\text{31}\)

Compensation punishment should be regarded as the primary form of criminal punishment, as it is the only way the injured party can recover fully. It goes beyond physical punishment for the offender, recognizing that losses cannot be adequately restored solely through the physical punishment of the perpetrator. Or incarceration. Restorative justice can be enacted through a collaborative discourse among all parties engaged in the case to return the situation to its normal state. This involves understanding the relationship between the cause and effect of the situation and determining the appropriate measures to restore it.\(^\text{32}\)

The purpose of the law is to pursue the concept of restitutive justice. At the same time, its repressive aspect serves as a deterrent to prevent individuals from engaging in actions that transgress the established boundaries of justice, including the principles of fairness and responsibility.\(^\text{33}\)

**Murder Article Compensation Obligations**

Indonesia is a highly compliant nation, as evidenced by the frequent use of the phrases "legal" and "illegal" to determine the permissibility of actions being or have been undertaken. Actions conducted without adherence to regulations or laws will be deemed "illegal" actions, and conversely, actions conducted by regulations or laws will be considered lawful. The repercussions of criminal activities in Indonesia are highly regarded, as they are closely tied to implementing normative laws. Therefore, a law is necessary for the commission of an act. Suppose this law is effectively enforced to uphold substantive justice. In that case, it is fitting for the requirement of paying restitution to be explicitly stated in the criminal law, specifically the Criminal Code. Currently, neither the previous nor updated Criminal Code explicitly includes the requirement to provide restitution as a form of mandatory compensation.\(^\text{34}\)

By discussing the requirement for compensation in the form of restitution as stipulated in the Criminal Code, law enforcement authorities will automatically execute this obligation to adhere to the established requirements in the formal law. Judges lack a statutory framework when making compensation decisions, resulting in subjective judgments based on their considerations. Additionally, to facilitate fulfilling the compensation requirements outlined in the Criminal Code, it is necessary to establish a dedicated platform or procedure that allows victims to file compensation claims directly without the need for prior requests. Given that the present measures to provide compensation for losses rely solely on requests made by
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victims, the absence of a request implies no claim for compensation.\textsuperscript{35}

This specialized container or technique is designed to offer a specific form or document for the victim to complete to seek compensation for the repercussions resulting from the actions of the criminal perpetrator. Completing this form is obligatory despite its lack of inquiry for compensation. The potency of this form is equivalent to that of the demand letter presented by the general prosecutor. In order to safeguard the principle of "ultra petita," which stipulates that the judge's ruling must not stray from the demands made by the prosecutor and the applicant (in this instance, the victim).

4. Conclusion

Indonesia's law enforcement can be classified as a country that adheres to the law as long as explicit and written restrictions exist. Nevertheless, fair law enforcement is still plagued by various vulnerabilities, including the absence of regulations mandating restitution in criminal proceedings. Currently, criminal punishment continues to prioritize repressive measures rather than restorative ones. While repressive enforcement may deter individuals from committing unlawful acts, it does not fully align with the principles of justice. It needs to reflect the actual value of substantive justice. The victim in the trial serves solely as a witness to establish the actions committed by the perpetrator of the crime. Any losses incurred by the victim are considered optional, meaning that compensation can be sought. However, it requires submitting a bureaucratic and administrative application, necessitating a comprehensive understanding of the law. Simultaneously, the victim continues to endure psychological distress due to the recently committed crime, highlighting a flaw in the enforcement of laws that are meant to be fair and equitable. The purpose of the law should be to establish justice, and if justice is not attained, a more stringent approach must be taken, serving as the ultimate recourse in criminal law. In order to address this grave issue, it is imperative to promptly update the Criminal Code and incorporate a provision for compensation. A dedicated platform should also be established for the beneficiaries to seek reparation in the same instance. This would ensure that the responsibility to provide compensation becomes an obligatory duty for offenders, thereby upholding the fundamental principles of justice.
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